


Hello, I’m Sean Nelson!

I’m a senior Industrial Design student at the 
University of Cincinnati, DAAP. I want to make 
products that improve lives in big and small ways by 
combining user interface design and industrial design.

Every aspect of a product matters, and I want to focus 
on every one of those aspects. Because to me, pixels 
matter just as much as matter.



Work Experience

FACTORY
PRODUCT DESIGN INTERN // SPRING 2016

Worked with Factory in Berlin to design connected 
smart lock and lighting products for their co-working 
campuses as well as graphics and branding work.

LOFT LLC
PRODUCT DESIGN INTERN // SUMMER 2015

Worked with Loft in Providence for a number of 
clients including Bose, Reelgood, and Vers Audio 
doing product, packaging, and branding design.

SPROUT STUDIOS
PRODUCT DESIGN INTERN // FALL 2014

Reenlisted for a second tour. Led a complex software 
design project for a high-profile automotive company 
as well as product design for various clients.

SPROUT STUDIOS
PRODUCT DESIGN INTERN // SPRING 2014

Worked with Sprout’s team in Boston doing product, 
packaging, and user interface design for clients like 
Pawscout, Woo Sports, Stelle Audio, and others.

LITTLE DETAILS
UX & UI DESIGNER // MARCH 2012—PRESENT

Mobile, UI, and web design and development for 
this independent product studio that gave the world 
renowned apps Patchmania and Just Landed.

SIMPLYLISTED
CO-FOUNDER & CCO // 2011

Y Combinator, SV Angel, and Start Fund backed 
startup with an innovative new marketplace for used 
stuff. Designed practically everything.

Education

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning
Bachelor of Science, Industrial Design
CLASS OF 2017

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
College of Technology, Architecture, and Engineering
Visual Communications Technology
FALL 2008—SPRING 2010

Skills

DIGITAL
Rhino 3D, KeyShot 6, SolidWorks, Sketchbook Pro, 
Sketch, Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign.

Fluent in HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and a variety of 
web frameworks and platforms. Skilled in various 
software prototyping tools.

ANALOG
Preparing designs for prototyping using tools like 
3D printing, CNC, and laser cutting. Making tea, 
playing guitar, and throwing a Frisbee (though not at 
the same time). All of my puns are intended.

Contact

partlysean@gmail.com
www.partlysean.com
+1 415 370 8680





Mono is a fictional timepiece brand that focuses 
on simple forms, minimalist driven aesthetics, 
and subtle pops of character.

01 OVERVIEW



Mono’s look is driven by the soft, yet engineered minimalism aesthetic that favors 
subtle curves and precise detailing. True to its name, monochromatic materials are 

paired with both energetic and discreet pops of color for added character.
01 INSPIRATION



first sketch



01 CAD EXPLORATION



I explored dozens and dozens of face designs for the Mono — many more than 
what are shown here. Each design could pair nicely with a complementing 

form, but choosing a set that felt right at home proved to be tricky.
01 FACE STUDIES



Three faces were chosen: options with no markings, dots, and numbers, all using 
the same tapered hour and minute hands. The seconds hand provides a nice 

color pop and can change depending on a model’s particular CMF option.
01 FINAL THREE





ORIGINAL

Gunmetal Stainless Steel
Matte Finish
Dark Grey Silicone Strap

Dark Grey Face

NIGHT

Black Stainless Steel
Matte Finish
Black Silicone Strap

Black Hands, Spot-Gloss Details

CLASSIC

Silver Stainless Steel
Matte Finish
Black Leather Strap

White Face

BLUSH

Champagne Stainless Steel
Matte Finish
Cream Silicone Strap

Pearlescent Face

ROSE

Rose Gold Stainless Steel
Matte Finish
White Silicone Strap
Dark Blue Face, White Details
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Apple Bluetooth Audio 
Accessory



HIT THE ROAD, JACK

It’s not science fiction: our future 
devices may no longer support the 
3.5mm headphone jack, instead opting 
for wireless streaming over Bluetooth.

Still, many of our favorite headphones 
and noise making devices will never be 
wireless. Give your wired accessories 
a second life with this Apple-inspired 
Bluetooth receiver puck.



STREAM WITH AIRPLAY

SING-ALONG, CARRY-ALONG

No longer be tethered to your phone. Securely clip the 
Bluetooth adapter to your belt or inside your jacket 

and enjoy using your device cord and mess-free.





At Factory, I worked with hardware startup 1aim 
to design a custom version of their smart lock 
for use in Factory’s new Berlin campus.

03 OVERVIEW



CAD EXPLORATION
Early forms had a rectangular footprint that demanded more wall space, so a circular, albeit thicker, 

version was adopted. Since users place their smartphones against this for entry, I added a silicone 
bumper on the front for both protection and to promote a more comfortable approach angle. 
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A BRIGHT IDEA FOR SMART LOCKS

The Factory LightLock works by presenting a unique sequence 
of rapidly changing colors to the access module using a mobile 
app. This sequence of colors is effectively your key.

If the sequence is accepted, the reader communicates 
wirelessly with a special gearbox on the opposite side of the 
door that actuates the locking mechanism to allow entry.

ACCESS MODULE LOCKING MECHANISM



ACCESS POINT

The access module is mounted 

to a surface near the door and 

communicates wirelessly with 

the gearbox on the other side.



SWITCHING GEARS

The motorized gearbox 

actuates the door’s locking 

mechanism and shares the 

same rounded features and 

diagonal part break as its 

access module sibling.

BUMP TO UNLOCK

The silicone bumper protects a user’s 

device from the glass panel and allows 

for more absentminded unlocking.



YOUR KEYS UNLOCK SEQUENCEKEY DETAILS

APP SCREENS03





Design and develop a residential lighting solution 
with an emphasis on natural materiality and 
clever interaction models.

04 OVERVIEW



I wanted to use materials that were naturally at odds — cold metals and warm woods, natural 
finishes and pops of colors, and a presence that simultaneously defined and blended into the 

space. I found Fred Sandback’s work to be very inspiring for this.
MOOD04
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WALL MOUNT
Thin piece of steel with countersunk 
screws is secured to a wall stud.

BULB & SOCKET ASSEMBLY
Bent pipe suspends the bulb without 
permanent methods like welding.

STEEL SPHERE
Twelve inch diameter sphere 

made from a ferrous steel.

NEODYMIUM MAGNET
N42 Grade magnet with 130 lbs of 
pull force holds the steel sphere.

TURNED WALNUT CAP
Hand-turned black walnut ring 
that protects the sphere.

ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM04
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Wesley was first designed as hemispherical, but it looked too much like a vintage hairdryer.
For mounting, a ring magnet would better attract to more of the sphere’s surface area.

Milled foam prototypes of the magnet cap and wall mounted cord cleat for sizing.
Getting closer to the final dimensions for the sphere itself and its opening.

PROTOTYPING04



I chose to finish the sphere in a glossy white powder coat to contract the dark wood.
A hand-turned walnut magnet cap protects the steel sphere from the magnet. 

Custom machined brass accents are used on the cord and wall cleat.
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FABRICATION
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To avoid any permanent attachment methods like welding, the socket assembly 
is comprised of a bent pipe sandwiched between the thickness of the sphere. 

The brass paired perfectly with the dark walnut and stark white sphere.
Wesley fully wired and assembled on the wall in its final hang test.
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FINAL ASSEMBLY
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WESLEY04









SWITCH PRIZE FOR EXCELLENCE 
IN STUDENT LIGHTING DESIGN

2015 WINNER



WESLEY IN ACTION
partlysean.com/wesley

VIDEO PROMO
partlysean.com/wesley

http://partlysean.com/wesley
http://partlysean.com/wesley
http://www.partlysean.com/wesley
http://www.partlysean.com/wesley


In parallel to studying industrial design, I’m also a mobile app interface 
designer. Here are a couple of my most meaningful projects.

APP DESIGN



PATCHMANIA

Patchmania is a charming puzzle game about 
bunny revenge. Millions of players in over 150 
countries have helped Calvin and his friends 
get back at Farmer Lester for tearing down 
their forest home. Named Best of March and 
Best New Game by Apple.

I am part of Little Details’ small team as the 
game’s user interface designer and website 
designer/front-end developer.

getpatchmania.com

1,696 RATINGS

http://getpatchmania.com


JUST LANDED

Just Landed was a beloved little airport pickup 
companion app that, before its retirement, had 
over 500,000 downloads and was frequently 
featured on Apple’s App Store.

The first product by Little Details, I contributed 
to the design and user experience of the mobile 
app and the design and development of the 
Just Landed promotional website.

getjustlanded.com

2,436 RATINGS

http://getjustlanded.com


WEBSITE
partlysean.com

BEHANCE
behance.net/partlysean

EMAIL
partlysean@gmail.com

MOBILE
+1 415 370 8680

http://www.partlysean.com
http://www.behance.net/partlysean
mailto:partlysean%40gmail.com?subject=

